the ball a long way back on punts
On the defensive side of the ball,

and kickoffs.

Emmanuel Ogbah has shown

sack the opposing quartera great ability to rush and often
as well. Xavien Howard has
back, and stuff the running game
but just as often shows why
had a couple of ordinary games,
backs in the business. And,
he is one of the best defensive

further when Kyle Van Noy
the defense will only improve
returns from the injured reserve

list.

Running Back Salvon Ahmed

holes instantly, and
been quick off the ball, hits the
running once contact
has exhibited some very strong
as a result of an
is made. Ahmed’s success has come
getting hurt, was
injury to Myles Gaskin who, before

and a very gritty one
the workhorse of the backfield
game will be in
at that. When he returns, the running
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THE

Salvon Ahmed,
One offensive surprise has been
back who could
previously kind of a cast-off running
the Dolphins, he has
not find a place to play. With

$5.95

good hands.
Cudos also to the receiving corps,

especially DeVante

for Tua’s passes,
Parker who has been like a magnet
body pounded by
even at the expense of having his
is also owed to
the defending backs. A lot of credit

for handling just
Preston Williams and Jakeem Grant
Grant has also
about everything thrown at them.
Photos courtesy of Miami Dolphins
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distribute assets and
retain the power to
of the trust, and the
enforce the provisions
also be an individual
trust protector (who can
with the trustee to
or a corporation) will work
is administering the
ensure that the trustee
wishes of the grantor.
trust according to the
execute their fiduciary
While most trustees
protector will
trust
a
duties with integrity,
and that the
ensure that this is happening

By Frederick MacLean

“Trust, but verify.” - RONALD

g
A disconcertin
question

REAGAN

asked, “Who will
The Roman poet Juvenal
Although Juvenal’s
watch the watchmen?”
satirical (his watchmen
question is somewhat
the fidelity of
were charged with guarding
to see that the probRoman wives), it is easy
when applied to those
lem is entirely serious

one’s trust, but it is foolish

to trust blindly.

Trust
this is especially true.
Where money is involved,
else’s
of managing someone
is such an integral aspect
and
often used to maintain
wealth that the vehicle
for the benefit of another
distribute financial assets

6
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person is actually known

as a “trust,” and the person

entrusted with overseeing

a trust is the “trustee.”

when
to watch over your assets
Appointing a trustee
d is a prudent step to
you are deceased or incapacitate
t
problem with this arrangemen
take, but the potential
proverb;
first half of the Russian
is that it only fulfills the
The trustee is responverification.
no
but
there is trust,
oversee
the trust, but who will
sible for overseeing
and somewhat obvious
the trustee? This is a common
is
there is a remedy which
concern, and fortunately
known as the “trust protector.”

a trust, he or she also
When a grantor creates
a “watchman” to overcreates the need for
the trustee comes
see the trust. This is where
appoints an individuin. The grantor typically
trustee to serve as the
al or a corporation as
of the trust and its
watchman of the interests
will watch the watchbeneficiaries. But who
member is chosen
man? If a friend or family
may have conflicts
as trustee, that individual
, or may simply
with one or more beneficiaries
to properly adlack the requisite expertise
, if a corporaminister the trust. Alternatively
the corporate trust
tion is chosen as trustee,
trust will usually be a
officer assigned to the

provisions have been

By Roberta B.
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Miami Dolphins Annou Part Of Foundation Food Relief Progra
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Minority Owned Resta
working to
“We wanted to
on
backyard, while

Dolphins Foundati
here in our
and
businesses right
l launch to the Miami
insecurity.” Ross
After a successfu
Owner Stephen
problem of food
during the summer,
mitigate the growing
at
in the Miami Dolphins
Food Relief Program
on announced that
invested $2 million
a $1
Dolphins Foundati
the organization
owned
The program received
Ross and the Miami
Relief Program.
to support minority
to raise
Foundation Food
will go directly
1,000
on and is working
least $1 million
Lennar Foundati
ent has provided
ity
million gift from the
year-long commitm
Florida commun
South
minority
the
local
restaurants. The
from
and
ate
million
for
an additional $1
prepared by Centerpl
that Ross will match
meals each day
assist those dealing
fans worldwide
by COVID-19 to
and Miami Dolphins
ls and businesses
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total impact. Individua
and the surround
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program can donate
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has
match
ity
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with food insecurit
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commun
African American
that wish to participa
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effects of the pandemi
the
by
dolphins
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CEO.
disproportionatel
Vice Chairman and
l, Miami Dolphins
said Tom Garfinke

Tree

Bonobos and
chimpanzees
look very similar
and both
share 98.7%
of their DNA
with humans
. This makes
them the two
species that
are our closest
living
relatives. Bonobo
s are usually a
bit smaller, leaner
and
darker than chimpa
nzees.

document as well.

a trust protecIn both situations, appointing
can be helpful.
tor to watch the watchman
10 THE LIGHTtrustee
will usually
The corporate
10or individual JANUARY / FEBRUA

Turner

made.

responsibilities
The trust protector’s primary
the trustee’s
typically include overseeing
fees and trust adminactions with respect to
a successor trustee
istration, and appointing
to give your
wish
you
If
if the need arises.
powers, such as
trust protector additional
trust, terminate the
the ability to amend the
beneficiaries, these
trust, or add or remove
in your trust
provisions can be included

and may be unfamiliar
stranger to the family
grantor’s wishes and
with the nuances of the
the beneficiaries’ genuine
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BONOBOS

and beneficiaries
surviving family members
any objectionable
are being protected from
of the trustee. Trust
activities on the part
for existing trusts
protectors can be used
provisions, or
suitable
that already contain
as an amendment to
added by the grantor
prior trust protector
an existing trust if no

who oversee wealth.

to
phrase is often attributed
“Trust, but verify.” This
translation
is actually the English
Ronald Reagan, but it
“Doveryai no proveryai,”
of an old Russian proverb,
negotiating nuclear disarmathat Reagan used when
Union under Mikhail Gorbachev.
ment with the Soviet
term, he
not have coined the
Although Reagan may
to offer
implications: It is wise
clearly understood its

The Scoop by René

ENDANGERED
SPECIES

THE

Watching
The Watchman

Lake Bunyony
i in
Uganda, Congo Uganda, Africa, at the borders
Democratic Republic
of
and Rwanda
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Wild bonobo
s can only be
found in forests
south of
the Congo River
in the Democ
ratic Republic
of Congo
(DRC). Someti
mes known as
the pygmy chimpa
nzee,
bonobos weren’t
recognized as
a separate species
until 1929. Much
remains unknow
n about the bonobo
including the
extent of its
geographic range.
Efforts
to survey the
species over
the past two
decades have
been hamper
ed by the remote
nature of its
habitat,
the patchiness
of their distribu
tion, and years
of civil
unrest within
the DRC. Therefo
re, there is a wide
range
of population
estimates, which
is between 10,000
and 50,000.
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Florida Rights Resto
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ion Coalition is
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Foundation and
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s
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to complete their
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is a big step that
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the Miami Dolphins
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Executive Director
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Desmond Meade,
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.
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ional right to vote.”
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they work t
the team’s Social
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is that
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Florida.
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technology in
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infrastructure
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this important
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M
the Miami Dolphins
The
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was
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$300,000 commitCommittee
part of the team’s
Social Impact
Coach, Brian Flores
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to po
Miami Dolphins Head
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that attend public
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represent you
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do
to use my voice
please
you,
can do to assist
is anything I
see. If there
my office.
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By Stacia Garland

That is a good thing
because, as
adults, we were able to
adjust our expectations as we learned
more about
the COVID-19 virus.
Hopefully, we
were able to share our
insights with
our children and help
them deal with
what once seemed improbable.
Now
that the vaccine is giving
us hope for
breaking the cycle of
social distanc-

Hidden in the
south corner
of the Deerfie
ld Square
on the east side
of Federal Highwa
y is a restaura
nt
has housed a
few eateries over
the years.
is now occupie
d by Tradition
since 2017,
a casual fine-din
ing establishment
featuring exquisit
French cuisine
e
in a cozy environ
ment where
guests
savor an ever-ch
anging menu
featuring delicaci
including traditio
es
nal coq au vin,
house made duck
fois
gras, crème brulée,
and grand Marinie
r soufflé. The
portions are
full, the prices
are not, and
everything is
fresh except
for the bread
and ice cream.
It’s one of the
best restaura
nts in this area,
and it has
become our go-to-c
hoice.

ca
By Chip LaMar

Floridians
is encouraging
ent of Health
to get
The Florida Departm
r or pharmacy
healthcare provide
to contact their
takes about two
vaccinated, it
the flu. Once
year is
vaccinated for
each
shot
flu
the
protection. Getting
flu
weeks to offer
lization from
hospita
and
reducing illness
important, but
shot can help
Getting the flu
critical this year.
is even more
e to put them, who continu
workers
e
protect our frontlin

Camp is a summertime
favorite and
offers several options,
such as day
away camps, and sports
camps.

selves at risk

on a daily basis.

Medicaid
are younger or struggle
with being away at
night
and it can be a good
introduction to the
whole
camp experience. Although,
keep in mind that
some of the best times
campers experience
and
enjoy are during the
evenings of overnight
camps
and overnight camps
are generally more convenient
for parents.

For children who are
active in sports, a sports
camp
can be especially useful
for improving skills and
they
are a lot of fun for a child
who has passion for a
sport,
such as tennis, golf, soccer,
baseball, martial arts
or
gymnastics. Also, camp
can be compelling for
a child
who wants to explore
an interest. Ideas may
include

Eric & Anais Heintz,

Owners of Tradition

Restaurant

t:

llmen
Open Enro

tion is
Medicaid applica
ent for the 2021
The open enrollm
Families is now
of Children and
Department
now live! The
old is still
to check if a househ
for case reviews
mailing letters
t’s Medicaid
notes that a recipien
DCF
id.
eligible for Medica
Public Health
the COVID-19
not end during
coverage will

the arts, such as photograph
y, performing arts, mixed
media art classes, music,
or computer classes.
Summer camps in 2021
will take significant precautions
to protect campers from
COVID-19. Camp leaders
are
working to provide a
safe environment for
campers.
This will require adjustments
to camp activities while

RIES

aurant

location that

th Update:
nt of Heal

Patrick Lairdcamps,

Turner

That location

Departme

ing, we can plan summer
activities for
our children, who have
spent more
time at home than usual.

de can support
to help close
Miami Dolphins
e was formed
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Updates fro
Tallahassee

face, nor the

adjustments.

Each has their advantages
based on
your child’s willingness,
interests and how
well
they have coped with
the stress of the pandemic.
If your child has shown
more anxiety during
this
time of uncertainty,
you may want to consider
a
connect with
day camp or finding
other activities which
ucation,” said
only
separate
to them from your
yers’ effort
presence for a few hours.
d am supportDay camp is also a
good choice for children
who
to unify South
others in the

NEW DIS
COVE

Tradition Rest

Starting with
this, our first
issue of the New
Year, we
will periodically
introduce people,
places and things
to our readers
that we feel are
extraordinary
but not
yet well known.

Tradition is owned
and operated
by Eric and
Anais
Heintz from the
French region
of Alsace. Chef
Eric’s
family owned
a restaurant in
Sessenheim, Alsace
which
has been open
since 1829. As
a seventh-genera
tion
chef, Chef Eric
finished his
European career
as a
sous-chef in
Le Cerf, a 2
Michelin Star
restaurant in

Half Rack Of
Lamb With Ratatouill
e
And Mashed
Potatoes Sauce
Au Jus

• Produ
• Lasts
• Enviro
• Super
• Resist
• Brings

We do not
normally write
restaurant reviews
, but
when one is discove
red that exceed
s all expectations,
led to inform
our friends and
family of
our find.
we feel compel

OM
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Burgundy Escargot
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D

Cossonay before
coming to the
United States
and
working with
Chef Jean-Pie
rre in Palm Beach
to his recent
prior
passing that
led Eric and
Anais to open
Tradition. The
advent of COVID19 has had a
negative impact on
Tradition’s traffic,
but Eric and
Anais
have decided
to stay the course
without compro
ing the quality
misof the food or
service.
We think you
will find a visit
to be extraor
dinarily
rewarding. But
please save us
a slice of the
best apple tart on the
planet, Grandm
a’s Alsatian apple
tart.

With Parsley

Garlic Butter

Yellowtail Snapper
Filet With Crispy
Ratatouille, Artichoke
Taro Root,
Chips And Champag
ne Sauce

For a fr

954.4

w

It’s Getting Cold Outside
So The Fish Will Bite

escapes

by Tom Greene

year for all types of
This is always a great time of the
of fish. You have
fishing and catching a wide variety
your boat, you can
your choices of going offshore in
and on land in
beach,
fish close to the shore or the

Florida offers more
the canals and waterways. South
US, offering a wide
choices than any other state in the
just fishing for the
variety from the sporting type to

The New Dolphins
Are Going To Be
Fun To Watch
By Larry Turner

BY ROBERTA B. TURNER

and decide
table. You just have to do your homework
what you want to catch.

SUNSET KEY COTTAGES

years and I still get
I have lived here for over 50 plus
coming to town for
the same questions: I have in-laws
I take them to have
the Holiday Season. Where can
fish. This is sailfish
fun, enjoy themselves and catch
and blackfin. And
season along with dolphin, wahoo,

remarkably well.
This team has come together
starting quarterSome of this is because of the new

players have
back, but much is because the
together. This
had time to practice and play
familiarity with teammates cannot

be overstated

the last few
and is quite apparent in watching
cohesive, the
games. The offensive line is more

of games when
defensive line has taken charge
secondary is
needed most, and the defensive

Luxury Four-Bedroom Cottage

And, not to be
ball-hawking with great success.
of whom have
overlooked are the tight ends, all

This intimate and private resort
offers 40

been available targets in the passing

custom-designed two, three, and
four-bedroom cottages steps away from the

and dining area, an equipped
kitchen and

Aerial View Of Sunset Key Cottages

The results have
on rushing him in the pocket.

modern amenities, and the four-bedroom
cottages feature a private plunge

game.

reputation of
Tua has lived up to his college
under pressure,
being extremely accurate, even
not to load up
and his quickness causes defenses

beautiful

white sand beach. All cottages have
a living

been a fast and very efficient offense.

pool.

Sunset Key Cottages are located

Key West. Transportation to and

on a 27-acre island, a 10-minute
boat trip away from
from Sunset Key is aboard the resort’s
24-hour launch
sister property, the Key West Resort
& Marina.

service which docks at Sunset Key’s

Luxury Living Room

Quarterback Tua Tagovailoa
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Here’s what our clients have to say:
“We are very pleased with our advertising results in The Light magazine. Being a local business it is crucial to be
visible in your local community and The Light gives us the opportunity to do just that. It is a high quality publication
with engaging editorials and from an advertiser’s perspective the team at The Light are a pleasure to work with.”
Sean Dunn - Vice President, J.R.Dunn Jewelers

“Our association with The Light has provided us with meaningful exposure in the South Florida market.
The advertising we have done, and the opportunity to contribute to content, has increased our visibility and presence
with the local community. We have been a client for several years and have been very pleased with the
professionalism exhibited by the team and the publication.”
Frederick R. MacLean, Jr., CFA, MBA, CFP®
President, Heritage Investment Group, Inc.

Here’s what our readers have to say:
“I only read The Wall Street Journal and The Light Magazine. The editorial of The Light Magazine is top notch.”
Dave Wallace, Resident, Boca Raton

“I just got and read a copy of the last issue of your amazing magazine The Light and again must comment how much
both Charles and I enjoyed it. The articles, the content and the presentation are all stunning. Thank you.”
Jheri Walker, Resident, Deerfield Beach
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